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ABSTRACT

In this work, using projective Fourier transform we have developed [1,2], 

we model first aspects of the human visual process in which the 

understanding of a scene is built up in a sequence of attentional visual 

information acquisition followed by a fast saccadic eye movement that 

repositions the fovea on the next target. This sequence, called the scanpath, 

is the most basic feature of the foveate vision. We make three saccades per 

second with the maximum eyeball’s speed of 700 deg/sec. The visual 

sensitivity is reduced during saccadic movement as we do not see moving 

images on the retinas. Therefore, three times per second, there are instant 

large changes in the retinal images without any information consciously 

carried between images. Inverse projective Fourier transform (IPFT) is fast 

computable by in complex logarithmic coordinates that also approximates the 

retinotopy. The output from IPFT resembles the cortical image and a simple

translation in logarithmic coordinates brings the presaccadic scene into the 

postsaccadic reference frame [5]. It eliminates the need for starting 

processing anew three times per second at each fixation, but it introduces 

perisaccadic mislocalization [4,5]. It may also build up perceptual 

continuity across fixations in the scanpath. 
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The Conformal Camera – The Eye Model
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Binocular System with Conformal  

Cameras
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Retinotopic projections 
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(right visual hemifield) 
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The understanding of a scene is 

built up in a sequence of visual 

information acquisition when a 

target is attended (fixation)

followed by a fast eyes movement 

that repositions the fovea on the 

next target of interest (saccade). It 

is called the scanpath

We make about 3 saccades per

second with the eyeball speed up 

to 700 deg/sec !

Foveate Vision: The Scanpath
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1. Saccadic Suppression Visual sensitivity is reduced during 

saccades as we do not see fast moving images when our eyeballs 

rotate up to 700 deg/sec

2. Visual  Constancy 3 times per second there are huge instant 

changes in the image projected on the retina, but we are not aware 

of discontinuities in the scene perception

3. Perisaccadic Mislocalization However, this visual constancy is 

not perfect: Before the onset of a saccade the perceptual space is 

transiently compressed around the saccade’s intended target

Visual Information along the Scanpath

Note:   All three phenomena are not well understood in visual 

neuroscience.
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Adapted from:
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1. Fixation (~300 ms) An image is sampled by retina photoreceptors

and its DPFT           is computed  by FFT in log-polar coordinates.

The IDPFT, computed again by FFT,  gives the image representation                                            

in cortical coordinates (rectangular log-polar coordinates attached 

at the fovea center) where disparity-sensitive cells contribute to 3-D 

understanding of the scene.

In addition, during this time the next saccade’s target is selected, its 

position w.r. to the fovea is computed and converted into a motor 

command to move the eyes.

PFT in Modeling the Scanpath Vision
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2. Saccade (~30 ms) About 50 ms before the onset of a saccade, 

during the saccade (~30 ms), and about  50 ms after the saccade, the 

visual sensitivity is reduced and neural processes transiently shift 

the cortical image in the cortical space and transiently compresses the 

perceptual space

(perisaccadic mislocalization).

It brings the presaccadic scene (fovea-centered coordinates) into the

postsaccadic frame (target-centered coordinates)  which

eliminates the need for starting visual information acquisition afresh

3 times per second at each fixation, which would be very costly to do.
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SC = Superior Colliculus

LGN = Lateral Genuculate Nucleus

V1 = Primary Visual Cortex

PFE = Parietal Eye Field

FEF = Frontal Eye Field

The Binocular Scanpath Vision System
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1. Develop “true” foveal and peripheral image representations. There is 

accumulated evidence that the foveal and peripheral image 

processing are supported by different neural processes. 

2. Implement the binocular model of the scanpath vision we have 

proposed to test the perceptual continuity across fixations. 

3. Both space and time undergo perisaccadic compression. It was 

suggested that it is similar to the contraction in special relativity given 

by Lorentz transformations. Since the SL(2,C) group is the double 

cover of the Lorentz group, the conformal camera could model in a 

natural way this space-time perisaccadic compression.

Future Research

Projective Fourier analysis of the Conformal Camera   

provides the efficient, physiologically realistic image 

processing framework for the Binocular Scanpath Vision

Conclusion
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